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About This Content

After escaping the M17 vampire hunters, Eric Bane’s next adventure is already waiting for him. Eric learns of the mysterious
‘Book of the Dead’ which grants its owner power of Death and his creatures. For a vampire, this book presents not only great

danger but the chance to learn much about his kind.

In his search for the book, Eric must face off against a new enemy, the Necromancers, as well as a regrouped M17 who want
their revenge!

Features:

Includes a brand new mission which challenges you to find the mysterious ‘Book of the Dead’

Face new challenges: 5 new maps in challenge mode

New opponent: the sniper

New Boss: the Cultist
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The dlc chapter was realy well done overall and the flair was way better than that of the main story... it was short though (like an
hour at max) and it realy is not worth 5\u20ac.. however if you get it on sale (75% off) it might be actually something you want
to buy if you somehow liked the basegame

No additional achievements. If you liked the base game you'll like this DLC, otherwise it won't change your mind if you didn't
enjoy the base game. It would be worth buying on a sale, $6 is a bit much given the story mission is around just 2 hours (my
playtime) and doesn't do present anything massively different compared to the main game. So there's no need to rush and get
this at full price.

One thing the store page doesn't mention is that you only get 20 skillpoints to upgrade your character at the start of the mission
and can't carry over your skills from chapter 6. You don't get a ton of exp during the mission either so that's dissapointing you
don't get to play with your full arsenal even though it's set after the main game.. It's just more material for the sequel that will
never be made.. This is meh...like the rest of the game.... While I didn't recommend the main game of Dark, mostly because it
just doesn't quite scratch an itch other games do, I strongly advise against getting the DLC.

The promise of new opponents and a new boss are hugely overblown, the entire thing is essentially a challenge map in a dark
dank crypt with repurposed enemies from the main game, and the "boss" does less than nothing special, and can be killed in the
same manner as all others.

If for some reason you desperately wanted more Dark, then this might be for you, but even then I'd still recommend Vampire
the Masquerade: Bloodlines over this poor-mans clone.
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